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The My Activity page is dedicated to a customer’s Loyalty 
Rewards Program details. This project is to redesign the 
Loyalty ledger and make improvements overall to clarify the 
details of a customers transactions and point redemption. 

Core Values Success Measure
Make it easy for the customer: 

1. Make the points available clear
2. Clearly display used versus available points
3. Clearly display how points have been used

Be ambitious, together:
1. Redesign has been vetted through user research
2. After getting data on how customers use the My activity 

page and consensus on the redesign is agreed upon the 
scheduled launch date will be the beginning of August. 

Provide a 5-star Experience:
1. Create a ledger that is clear to the customer and 

reduces the effort of comprehending the program. 
2. Make the rewards highlights like available, next expiring 

and tier status clear and easily read.

Customer Goals
1. I want to see my rewards activity and understand how 

they are used.
2. I want to know how many point I have to spend and 

what are next expiring. 
3. I want to know what my tier level is and what I get with 

it.

Metrics

• Total Orbitz Rewards Members: 5.3 MM
• Visitors to My Activity (Q1 2015 through Mar 25): 112k 

visits, 146k views, Average > 240 visits/day
• Tier status: Silver: 4.8 MM, Gold: 478k, Platinum: 85k

 

Business Goals
1. Reduce customer contacts on clarifying the rewards 

activity. 
2. Increase engagement in the tier discovery.

Requirements
1. Redesign the activity ledger so it is clear how the 

rewards are used.
2. Clearly display used vs available points
3. Show detailed view of how points are used per earning.
4. Show My Activity in Mobile, Tablet, and desktop view.
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The current My Activity page is challenging to 
make sense of by a user. The member module 
does not exist and every transaction is mixed 
together which doesn’t clearly state how 
things are allocated.

A. Orbucks available is small and not called 
out at the top of the ledger.

B.  The ledger is a basic table and lists all 
transactions in chronological order. Many 
users are confused by the subtraction and 
addition of the Orbucks and have trouble 
making sense of the process of the program. 

C.  Orbucks balance is again stated at the 
bottom of the ledger but looks like a sum of all 
numbers above which is challenging to figure 
with a lot of activity.

A

B

C

Page cont.
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A first pass at redesigning the My Activity 
page was completed in order to conduct user 
testing. 

A

Page cont.

B

C

E

F

A. The Member Module is included to give the 
customer a high-level view of their Orbucks 
and related information.

B. The table is arranged to give the customer 
a clearer view of how the Orbucks are 
redeemed.

1. Alternating gray to make reading 
lengthy tables. 

2. Bolded descriptions and available 
Orbucks.

3. Grayed out redeemed or used Orbucks.
4. Sort functionality will be implemented in 

V.2. 

C.  The expanded view shows all  transactions 
that occurred for those Orbucks. 

D. Any Orbucks expiring in 30 days or less get 
a warning icon with the remaining days to 
show urgency of use. 

E. The credit card section has been created as 
a separate area to view credit card rewards 
only. This amount is in addition to the above 
table as available rewards. 

F. The credit card ledger displays rewards 
based on statement date. 

D
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Redesign 1 - Mobile
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DA. In mobile the member module breaks out 
into sections.

B. The activity section will display in a 
condensed format with all of the same 
functionality. 

C. Active Orbucks will display in solid black 
text.

D. Orbucks that have been used in any way 
will display as gray text.

D

Page cont. Page cont.

A

B

C
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As part of the redesign a usability study with internal 
participants was conducted in order to gauge if the new design 
was effective. 
Full study info: https://wiki.orbitz.net/display/UXR/Loyalty
+Ledger+Updates+July+2015 

Observations & Next Steps
Global/Member Module

Many participants described Orbitz Rewards as an "extra" 
savings that were nice to have and were not as concerned with 
'tracking' as other rewards programs, for example, through 
airlines or credit cards where expirations/rule changes are 
perceived as more frequent.

 Caveat: more frequent travelers (John) wanted to check 
balance more frequently in order to use expiring Orbucks 
(because he knows he'll be traveling), whereas for less frequent 
travelers, they don't want to spend $100 on a hotel in order to 
use their $20 expiring Orbucks.

Everyone who has seen the current ledger liked the new ledger 
more; easier to read. Clear what they've earned and what's 
available. 

Most important information for all participants was current 
Balance and # of Orbucks expiring/when.

Tiers information / status was not important to most 
participants - especially those who described themselves as 
infrequent travelers (1-2 x year or who don't stay in hotels 
often). "It's going to take me 11 hotel stays to reach platinum, 
which will never happen." (Mike Kelley)

Navigation

Almost all participants clicked on the Balance box in the global 
header to get to their Orbucks Rewards activity page - 
HOWEVER they reached the Orbitz Rewards "Home" landing 
page and then had to click again to My Activity.

When click on More Info (e.g. tiers) from My Orbucks Activity, get 
to a landing page with the Member Module on top, which is 
confusing because participants thought it was the same page as 
they were previously on.

First Impressions

Some liked the beach photo on the landing page for Orbitz 
rewards; some did not.

Positive reaction to the member module - cared most about 
current Balance and Expiring Orbucks

A few participants had a 'feel bad' reaction to Lifetime earnings 
because it made them feel like they'd missed an opportunity to 
save money.
Many did not care about or understand how tiers worked - but 
they clearly knew how to get more information

Orbitz Rewards "Home" (in prototype) was confusing b/c people 
thought they were already on the home page for Orbits Rewards.

Ledger layout/display/info

Ledger layout is much cleaner and easier to read than current 
ledger - a lot of positive reaction to the layout/presentation.

Most participants were confused by "remaining" Orbucks vs. 
Earned (Remaining Orbucks were only viewable in details in the 
prototype) 

Details view was confusing - especially for those who are familiar 
with or viewed the current ledger first. They were not sure if the 
Orbucks redeemed came out of the Orbucks earned or if it was 
used for that booking. 

Most participants made assumptions about the significance of 
text color (grey=Orbucks not available / used / expired) but were 
not sure if their assumptions were correct.

Participants unsure whether "next" expiring Orbucks will be used 
- but hope so!

Product icons well understood - nice at a glance way to see what 
that line item represented.

Everyone found and used the carrot, though one commented that 
it did not jump out at them.

Exclamation point - understood and noticed; drawing attention to 
it was positive. One participant felt it was too much of an 'alert' 
like they had done something wrong and suggested a clock 
instead.

Dates - Understood well. Only issue was that the booking date 
(left column) is named "DATE" and is the same as the credit card 
view, which caused some confusion.

Description was OK. Date of trip could show entire duration.
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A few participants were interested in linking to their My Trips.

Sort

Expiring On sort was most useful (as well as default - Date 
booked on)

Sorting by Description and by Earned was confusing - not sure 
what it would do or why they would want to look at the details 
that way.

Credit Card

Positive reaction to the link to the credit card (site) - easy way 
to get to detailed transactions.

Some confusion about what the line items represented - 
transactions or statement.

A few participants mentioned they do not want to see cc 
transactions on their Orbitz Rewards ledger - as they were 
concerned about privacy.

Most participants thought the cc Orbucks earned should be 
integrated with other Orbucks (transactions), not a separate 
table.

Mobile

No hierarchy of information in the mobile view. Most important 
info is Balance and expiring Orbucks. Because of the way the 
member module is stacked, the Tiers takes up more room and 
has more prominence than more important info.

Mobile sort carrots wasn't clear / didn't make sense on mobile 
view mostly because the data is not in a table anymore.
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After the usability study there were many 
findings that influenced iteration on the 
previous design.

A

B

C

A. No changes are to be made for the MVP to 
the Member Module. Suggested small change 
would be moving the titles above the numbers 
and only making Orbucks numbers brand 
purple. 

B. Description area is used to inform 
customers how rewards are redeemed. Any 
customer that also has a Rewards Credit Card 
includes info on how rewards work for the 
Credit Card as well as a link to their statement 
log-in. 

C.  The updated ledger includes:
1. Icons for packages and Orbitz related 

earnings. 
2. Alert for expiring is changed to a time 

icon. 
3. Only active Orbucks are bold and in 

brand purple
4. Alternating stripes has been removed 

for clearer readability.

D. Info about zero amounts to clarify why 
remaining would be zero.

E. Expanded details will display a gray 
background to make the section more clear. 
The breakdown will also be offset from other 
columns in the table to clarify that this info is 
contained in this section only.

D

E
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A. The mobile Member Module will remain the 
same for MVP.

B. The description will be truncated with a 
“Read more…” link that expands to reveal 
more text. 

C. Mobile information will display slightly 
differently: 

1. Icons will stack to the top of the section
2. Description will be on the left and date 

of earning will display right. 
3. Any expiring alerts will display below 

the expiration date. 
4. For descriptions with long titles the text 

will truncate.
5. Any package icons will display inline at 

the top of the description.

Page cont.

A

B

C

Page cont.
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A. When a section is expanded the information 
will wrap to accommodate a two column 
layout. 

B

A
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Other ideas during the design phase that 
could be a future version. 
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This concept cleans up the Member Module 
as well as the description in the ledger. This 
concept also allows for a fully responsive 
design. A

B

A. The Member Module is only one section 
instead of pieces and highlights the important 
information to the customer. 

A.1 From feedback received from users the 
tier information would be helpful on this page 
or easily accessible so an expand/collapse 
section has been created to display the 
membership levels and benefits. 

B. In this concept the details are available for 
customers as well and date of travel has been 
moved inside details to clean up the table and 
de-clutter the UI. 

A.1
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This concept uses transparency and imagery 
to engage the user. 

A

B

A. The Member Module is still sectioned off 
but cleaned up and condensed to bring the 
ledger higher on the page. It will also be 
transparent to give it a cleaner and lighter 
feeling.

B The image used in the background will be 
the of the last trip taken by the user. For trips 
with no images a default image will display of 
the closest major city.

C. The ledger will also be on a transparent 
background that adds to the depth of the 
design. 

D. Ad space can be utilized on either side of 
the ledger in larger screen scenarios.

D

C
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